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(c) risks voiding the given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the spirit drink that is essentially attributable to
its geographical origin; or
(d) entails further restrictions on the marketing of the product.
Any other amendments shall be considered standard amendments.
A standard amendment shall also be considered a temporary amendment when it concerns a temporary change in the
product specification resulting from the imposition of obligatory sanitary and phytosanitary measures by the public
authorities or is linked to natural disasters or adverse weather conditions formally recognised by the competent
authorities.
4.
Union amendments shall be approved by the Commission. The approval procedure shall follow, mutatis mutandis,
the procedure laid down in Article 24 and Articles 26 to 30. Applications for Union amendments submitted by a third
country or by third country producers shall contain proof that the requested amendment complies with the laws
applicable in that third country to the protection of geographical indications.
5.
Standard amendments shall be approved by the Member State in whose territory the geographical area of the
product concerned is located. As regards third countries, amendments shall be approved in accordance with the law
applicable in the third country concerned.
6.

The scrutiny of the application for amendment shall only address the proposed amendment.

Article 32
Cancellation
1.
The Commission may, on its own initiative or at the request of any natural or legal person having a legitimate
interest, adopt implementing acts to cancel the registration of a geographical indication in either of the following cases:
(a) where compliance with the requirements for the product specification can no longer be ensured;
(b) where no product has been placed on the market under the geographical indication for at least seven consecutive
years.
Articles 24, 26, 27, 28 and 30 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the cancellation procedure.
2.
Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the Commission may, at the request of the producers of the spirit drink marketed
under the registered geographical indication, adopt implementing acts cancelling the corresponding registration.
3.
In the cases referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, before adopting the implementing act, the Commission shall
consult the authorities of the Member State, the authorities of the third country or, where possible, the third country
producer which had originally applied for the registration of the geographical indication concerned, unless the
cancellation is directly requested by those original applicants.
4.
The implementing acts referred to in this Article shall be adopted in accordance with the examination procedure
referred to in Article 47(2).

Article 33
Register of geographical indications of spirit drinks
1.
The Commission shall adopt, by 8 June 2021, delegated acts in accordance with Article 46 supplementing this
Regulation by establishing a publicly accessible electronic register, which is kept up to date, of geographical indications
of spirit drinks recognised under this scheme (‘the register’).
2.
The name of a geographical indication shall be registered in its original script. Where the original script is not in
Latin characters, a transcription or transliteration in Latin characters shall be registered together with the name in its
original script.

